<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Agenda Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:30       | Check-In| Terrafugia: Driven to Fly  
ArtMobile |
| 10:30 - 12:10 | Session 1 | A String Quartet from A Far Cry  
with photos from Peter Vanderwarker  
Dr. Bohdan Pomahac: Face The Future  
Lara Stein: The Global TEDx Movement  
Skylar Tibbits: When Things Build Themselves  
Lisa Gross: Civic Fruit  
Merrie Amsterburg: Finding the Unusual in the Usual  
Joe Coughlin: Aging as an Extreme Sport  
Spencer Culhane & Julianne Rhoads: Let the Sun Shine In  
John Werner: TEDxBoston Adventures  
Rick Borovoy: Junkyard Jumbotron |
| 12:10 - 1:40 | Lunch | AGNES Demo  Somebodies by Michael Warren |
| 1:40 - 3:20 | Session 2 | Women of the World: International Vocal Ensemble  
Tim Love: Building as Content  
Richard Resnick: The Next Hot Commodity of Genome Sequences  
Dr. Jay Bradner: Open Source Drug Discovery  
One Happy Island: Democratically Realized Ramshackle Pop  
Dr. Rox Anderson: Magic Bullets  
Jenny Phillips: The Only Way Out is In  
Lewis Morris: Poet  
Ekua Holmes, Judith Anderson, Sabrina Dorsainvil: Community Driven  
Ramesh Raskar & Vitor Pamplona: Eye Exams for the Developing World: there’s an app for that |
| 3:20 - 4:20 | Break | NETRA Demo |
| 4:20 - 6:00 | Session 3 | Caleb Neelon: Courting the Creative Class  
Erez Lieberman Aiden & Jean-Baptiste Michel: A Picture is Worth 500 Billion Words  
Michelle Borkin: Astronomical Medicine  
Will Dailey: Songwriter, Musician  
Mick Mountz: Let the Inventory Walk and Talk  
Dyan deNapoli: The Great Penguin Rescue  
Christina Xu: The Importance of Being Awesome  
Women of the World: Finalé |
| 6:00 | Reception |